


Our Approach

Steelcase helps create inspiring shared destinations by offering 
an array of choices for design, materiality, and performance. To 
engage employees in working alone, together, or alone together, 
we’ve augmented our own portfolio with the inclusion of several 
brands to bring new choices for employees, designers, and 
decision makers.

m.a.d. & Steelcase

We’re delighted to announce a relationship with m.a.d. furniture 
design, a company created in 2010 by partners focused on 
bringing simple, modern design to the market. With elegant 
products light in scale yet structurally sound, the offering of 
chairs, stools and tables can help create desired destinations  
for modern work, workers, and the workplace.

For more information on availability and distribution,  
please contact madfurnituredesign@steelcase.com.

BLOOM seating

Inspired by mid-century modern style, Bloom combines the 
warmth of wood veneer and the comfort of an upholstered seat.



PIER tables

Elegant, slimly proportioned tabletops 
with a cast concrete base.

TRACE chair

Comfortable and supportive, a new take 
on the classic modern sling chair.

AIRFOIL tables

Inspired by the shape of an airplane wing, Airfoil 
creates a dynamic silhouette for dining or connecting.



SLING chair

Sling’s casual, relaxed stance makes creates a comfortable 
sit, and stacks for greater planning flexibility.



DELTA collection

Delta offers an array of choice, from veneer tables to leather 
stools, making it perfect for flexible shared spaces.

NOTCH tables

Grouped as a set of 3 or used individually, the 
Notch is both functional and visually engaging.

LOLLI chair

Minimal form with maximum effect,  
featuring a unique flanged seam detail.



Lolli Bar StoolLolli Chair  
4-Legged Base

Lolli Counter Stool Lolli Chair Sled Base

Trace Chair Trace Bar Stool

Trace Lounge Trace Stool 45cm 
Seat Height

Trace Counter Stool Transit Stacking Chair Transit Counter StoolTransit Bar Stool

Transit Stool 45cm 
Seat Height

Sling Chair Veneer Sling Chair 
Upholstered

Sling Lounge

Sling Bar Stool

Sling Counter Stool

Delta Bar Stool

Delta Counter Stool

LOUNGE + SIDE SEATING

Bloom Chair Bloom Lounge Bloom OttomanBloom Bar Stool Bloom Counter Stool Airfoil Dining Table

Delta Table

Airfoil Side TableAirfoil Coffee Table

Notch Table 40cm Height

Notch Table 45cm Height

Notch Table 50cm Height

Pier Table Sling Side Table

Delta Bar Table

Delta Café Table

TABLES + OCCASIONAL TABLES
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